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Companies that use or produce dangerous chemicals in their work area have a 
lawful responsibility to communicate to their workers about potential hazards, 
risks, and preventive/protective measures. In a field like chemical management, 
communication is essential to maintaining a safe, healthy, and sustainable work 
environment. As per OSHA guidelines, Safety Data Sheets (SDS) were 
standardized to a single format, and pictures and labels were made mandatory for 
chemical specification. A need grew for companies to empower their employees 
for easy access to multilingual Safety Data Sheets (SDSs) with Globally 
Harmonized System (GHS) risk information.

ProcessMAP’s Chemicals and SDS Management module makes it easy to track 
Chemical Inventory information in compliance with the regulatory requirements. 
Leveraging our system enables your organization to maintain an easy-to-manage 
central repository of all information, while still providing ready access to users at 
every facility, regardless of the number of locations you operate.

Datasheet

Simplify SDS  
Management and  
Secure 
Compliance

Chemicals &
SDS
Management

Easily Manage Chemical  
Information

Filter and sort chemicals based 
on alphabetical index,  
manufacturer name, product  
type, ingredients, properties or  
CAS number. Users can also  
search chemicals based on  
locations, chemical approval  
status, or regulatory information.

Print Regulatory 
Compliant Labels

Print all types of labels for 
various regulatory compliance 
requirements. The system comes 
equipped with all standard 
regulatory compliance labels 
such as HMIS, NFPA and others. 
Users can configure and print 
custom labels of different sizes.

Enhanced Emergency  
Response

In the event of an emergency, 
access required information 
instantaneously-from any 
location-with a click of a button.
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See what our cloud-based
Chemical/SDS Management
solution can do for you!

ProcessMAP's Chemicals and 
SDS Management solution offers 
all users easy access to a central 
repository of all data sheets that 
are accessible from any location.

Solution Features
Chemical & SDS Management

Chemical Information Management

Label Printing

 

Facility Chemical List

 

Reports

Approval Corporate Chemical/SDS Library

General
Ingredients/constituents
GADSL/IARC/SIN/RoHS
REACH compliance
Quantities/inventory
Properties
Labeling (HMIS and NFPA)
Health hazard
First aid measures
Fire fighting measures
Accidental release measures
Handling and storage
Regulatory information
Use locations
Approval log
SDS uploading
Upload attachments (documents, videos & photos)
Integration with third party SDS content provider

SDS library 
Manufacturer library  
Banned chemical library

Adding at a facility level   
Adding from corporate library
Auto addition of approved chemical   
Tracking use at department level 
Cross check with banned/restricted  
substances
Cross check with regulatory
list of lists
Download & view SDS offline
Multiple SDS upload with proper 
versioning

Chemical information report  
Approved chemicals list  
Report other custom reports

Label studio to configure 
Multiple labels on different sizes 
HMIS, NFPA, and custom labels


